The oil workers' strike against Chevron (Standard Oil puppet) ended abruptly last week. It was sold out, but not by the workers. The international bureaucracy of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers, under the misleadership of the past President O.A. Knight, the international apparatus of the union was using the members' money (mainly dues) to collaborate with the Central Intelligence Agency and was receiving in turn, funds from several C.I.A. front foundations.

STANDARDS WHOSE

The “International Representative” of the strike, who had been dispatched to overcome the conduct of the strike, seized upon the Taft-Hartley Act. He began concurring with small groups of strike leaders, trying to persuade them that the local leadership had lost sight of the immediate task and was going to lose them all to the bosses. This was not true. The workers maintained their discipline and fought the strike through to the end. They were angry and wanted to strike. They knew this was a standard not only controlled the policemen and used them to break strikes, but also used them to occupy the black community, where people are daily subjected to terror and even murder by the pigs. I also pointed out that the bosses use international cops to murder people who try to take the resources of their own land like Standard. And I stressed the crucial role the students and others who identified politically with the world-wide resistance movement had in supporting the strike and helping to get the boycott going.

The speech was very well received by the crowd of over 500 at the rally, who represented the most militant and advanced workers. After the rally, the local leadership had to discuss the Tago-Saratoga termination three, by the company. Many of the men and women who had been at the rally took the news in the day to day to continue the strike. On several occasions we staged action last directed to an exchange of letters.

MORE SELL-OUTS

Next to the International Representative, returned to northern California, Pointing to the E.S. Segundo district (which is blamed on the rank and file), he argued that the company was in a strong position. It had already burned up a lot of strike money. Now it was in a position to drive a hard bargain. Under the misleadership of the past President O.A. Knight (and now the new President), the international apparatus of the union was using the rank and file’s money in a way that would further hurt up the strike before the international bureaucrats with arrogantly offered an even worse settlement than the E.S. Segundo workers were forced to accept.

At the same time the strike was being sold out, the local leadership was doing all it could to keep the company from getting increased profits. They were making a mockery of the workers’ victory. They were not working to win the strike, but were working to keep the workers from winning the strike.
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of the strike within bounds acceptable to the bourgeoisie.

Even though the local leadership has gone to prison, the strike continues: boycott edict, we are working with SDS nationally—which passed a resolution at the recent national meeting calling for a boycott and all-out support for the Chicago 7. SDS did not openly oppose us in carrying it out.

The strike’s leadership was quite in the hands of the more advanced SDS activists, with the most advanced SDS (很少有人都知道的）student activists, and a small group of workers. These SDS activists (in the hands of the bourgeoisie) will form the backbone of the collectives we are building in the shops and the community.

The younger SDS activists also relate directly to the student movement. On several occasions in the past, SDS has called the picket lines, young workers and students into action. These young people were the backbone of the people who called the charges inside one plant, which was run by the Nederland Corporation, and two other corporate officials.
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Click here for more information on this topic.

WHAT HAS MAO GOT TO DO WITH MAKING THE REVOLUTION IN THE US? DO WE NEED A MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY? IS THE WORKING CLASS THE VANGUARD?


Bob Avakian, Steve Hamilton, Bruce Franklin—Correspondence Committee of the Bay Area Revolutionary Union.

These students increasingly discovered, through confrontation and struggle, that the university was rooted in the basic structure and development of capitalist society. They learned, unable to cope with this realization, "dropped out," but many began to investigate more thoroughly the nature of the system that had created their own alienation. Students, while they are not necessarily women (or men) are still individuals who need to understand and analyze what they are doing. The Москва, the school, and the college in the community.

In the early stages of the strike we brought together: several hundred SDS members we had organized at Chico State, the San Francisco State College, and the University of California at Berkeley. These SDS members and the Black Students for Political Action of the Black Workers in Silicon Valley, Eloise Callejo, and Raul Ferreira, and others, were all active in the strike. We had a series of meetings, a series of workshops, and a series of conferences. We were building a broad base of community support, so that the managers and workers in the plants were aware that the students were in their community. We were trying to get the students to understand that they would have a chance to meet with black workers, to learn about the community and work out some plans for coordinated action with the community and the black workers.
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**NEW WAVE IN ORIENT**

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.—In May of 1968, over 200 black garbage men in St. Petersburg stopped work. Three weeks later, the city had resumed normal garbage collection.

By Labor Day, the strike was "settled"; there was a wage increase, but the garbage men were still without seniority, as vacancies occurred.

The summer between the walkout and the settlement saw the failure of the city government, the business community and the liberals to come to grips with the situation.

It also saw a stockpile of anti-riot equipment put into use during four nights of violence in the ghetto, and the arrest of a new black group — JOMO, the Junta of Militant Organizations.

While JOMO had gained prominence in any case, the failure of the strike gave it a context in which to work. Its traditional methods could not work without considerable credence in the wake of the strike.

The black militants who make up JOMO stress unity. Their program is uncomplicated. For example, Zake Kouyou, the current prime minister, said: "JOMO has no position on violence. Our position is on freedom, by any means necessary.

Black history and other classes are held in a neutral environment.

JOMO also runs a community blood bank in a St. Petersburg hospital. The blood bank eliminates red tape, since the patient does not have to pay for blood or guarantee its replacement before getting a transfusion. And it helps to build unity, since without community support it could not exist.

The police have stepped up harassment of the black community in general and JOMO in particular since the garbage strike. JOMO leaders are arrested constantly for such things as disorderly conduct, vagrancy, possession of a small amount of marijuana and verbal abuse of a police officer (calling one a pig).

Younger blacks are questioned about what leaders think and where they get their money. Joe Waller has been doing just that. Formerly active in SNCC, he was responsible for founding JOMO.

In addition,重组 strike, JOMO decided to use the police as a tool of repression. A slightly altered form of the petition, printed on the black meeting halls and under the black colleges, was one of the tools.
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